




First, grow our technical talents.  We need more DEs, STSMs, certified architects, software engineers, specialists, and PMs. Technical talents are vital to the lab.  In addition to the DE/TR/TT pipelines we created, each one of you need an individual growth plan.  We will leverage mentor program, shadowing program, job rotation, and international assignments to provide you the opportunity to grow.    Second, deliver excellence and cultivate innovation.  We need to deliver excellence in product development and SW services - highest quality, on time, and within budget.  We also need to encourage innovation in emerging technology areas, stay ahead of industry trends, lead new development in emerging markets.     Third, contribute to customer success.  We will continue to open our lab through the "Unleash the labs" program and work closely with other teams, such as sales, marketing, services, and systems teams to deliver our technical capability to our customers.  We will also collaborate with our business partners to create an ecosystem, gain insights fr]om the market place to develop better products and services assets.  





Glossary of Acronyms  LBS    -  Lab-based Services  BPTSE  -  Business Partner Technical Strategy and Enablement   GBSC -  Global Business Solutions Center  MBPS -  Managed Business Process Services   SaaS  -  Software as a Service  AB  -  Architecture Board  AI  -  Academic Initiative  CEC  -  CDL Education Committee  QSE  -  Quality Software Engineering  PM  -  Project Management  MC  -  Management Council  IDT  -  Invention Development Team   
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                                                          Higher quality software  More thoroughly tested requirements, even as requirements change  Loose coupling between the requirements and test cases reduces reliance on human communication to maintain the interlock  Software that better meets requirements  Greater visibility of requirements detail by developers and architects  Linkage created between requirements and the work items exposes more information immediately to business analysts, developers, architects  Shorter time to delivery  Data association between testing and development  Association created between test cases and defects enable improved, timely identification, resolution, and verification of defects    Some Benefits of the platform  Coordinate analysts, developers  and testers  Collaborate in context and track status    Align teams on project plans  Which requirements are in the development plan?  Track builds and the impact of defects  What build is ready for test?   What defects are blocking test from proceeding?  Track status with C/ALM dashboard mashups   Transparency across teams and artifacts      
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We at IBM believe that what's needed is a fresh approach to  solving the core problem of tool integration across the software lifecycle -- a software development platform.    The KEY to a platform is that it replaces one vendor's view of the world (even our own view) with an open and extensible view that enables any vendor to participate. One that delivers real-time, transparent access to project data, risks and progress across the preferred environment that YOU choose -- including tools from IBM, competitors and open-source alternatives.







We focused on accelerating the core workflows that integrate and automate software delivery teams, such as the requirements workflow that you see here...    





And the core workflow of developing, building and validating software.


